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Leading Your Practice to 2020 Vision...is our
theme for our Annual Winter Conference. We are
excited to have The RitzCarlton Leadership Center
with us on Wednesday, March 4th to lead us in two
sessions: Creating an Exceptional Patient
Experience and Memorable Customer Service.

For over two decades, The RitzCarlton Leadership
Center has leveraged the systems and processes of
the RitzCarlton brand to deliver awardwinning
services that have allowed thousands of clients to
improve customer and employee engagement, inno
vate their culture, and differentiate themselves.

You can make your hotel reservations by going to
our website at www.almgma.com and clicking the

link that will take you to the Hyatt Regency website.  

We will again have our Wednesday night event at
Top Golf.  This was a hugely popular event last year
and we are excited to be going back again this year.
When it comes to the game itself, players hit micro
chipped golf balls that track each shot’s accuracy
and distance while awarding points for hitting targets
on the outfield. Whether you’re an aspiring golf pro
or picking up a club for the first time, Topgolf is
everyone’s game. It’s fun. It’s competitive.

We look forward to seeing you at the conference!
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Message from our President,  Jerry Golden

The New Year is here as well as a new decade

I think it is helpful to point out some of the

more notable events from the past decade to

provide a basis for our vision into the next

decade.  It is of course impossible to highlight

all of them given that healthcare in our coun

try accounts for nearly 20% of our Gross

Domestic Product (GDP) but here goes.

Without a doubt the Patient Protection and

Affordable Care Act has defined or impacted

almost every aspect of healthcare over the

past 10 years.  This legislation represented

the most significant change in U.S. healthcare

policy since the passage of Medicaid and

Medicare in 1965.  I am still looking for the

“Affordable” to arrive and as medical practice

managers we will be dealing with its “afford

ability” for years to come.  I bet everyone read

ing this knows someone or a family that has

been impacted by our country’s opioid epi

demic.  In 2016, 64,000 Americans died from

drug overdoses (75% of that number from opi

oids overdose) compare that to the 58,220

lives lost in the Vietnam War and the issue

becomes a staggering reality of tragic propor

tion.  According to the CDC the epidemic

peaked in 2017 at 72,000 deaths.  It is now

estimated that the U.S. consumes 99% of the

total global hydrocodone supply.  Worldwide

we faced another Ebola epidemic, the Zika

virus, as well as the return of measles all of

which impacted healthcare cost in the U.S.

My hope is we have very little to say about the

current Coronavirus in the weeks ahead but

my gut tells me otherwise.  

It is of course not all bad news.  Over the past

three years our nation’s unemployment rate

has fallen to record lows which always helps

to provide better health outcomes to our fellow

citizens.  HIV over the past 10 years has

become a treatable disease.  More people

with HIV will die of natural causes than from

the disease itself.  Genetic testing and the

mapping of specific cancer genomes has

resulted in several FDA approved drugs that

are saving or prolonging life.  The technology

of telemedicine has evolved over the past

decade to provide specialty medical care

faster and to more remote areas.  

More than ever, the medical practices we

manage will face similar challenges of the past

as well as new ones in the future.  As we pre

pare to provide the expertise and vision to

move our practices into this new decade we

can take pride in knowing that the MGMA of

Alabama has been providing “vision” assis

tance for the past 44 years.  The vision of the

Jerry Golden

MGMA of Alabama is as follows: “To be the

source of excellence and innovation as the

leading association in providing quality and

timely services and resources for medical

practice executives and leadership through

professional education, through the exchange

of ideas and information among members

and by staying abreast of current healthcare

issues, trends and laws.”

By now each you have received the confer

ence packet from Lisa regarding the Winter

Conference “Leading Your Practice to 2020
Vision” on March 46, 2020.  Amy Fisher and

her team have planned an amazing Winter

Conference by securing the services of the

Ritz Carlton training group as well as other

experts in our field.  The training from Ritz

Carlton will be phenomenal and you should

try and get as many people from your office to

attend that you can.  Trust me you are going

to wish you did. Please remember that one

person from your office will need to register

for the entire conference. The Summer

Conference will be held from July 20  22,

2020 at the Hilton Sandestin Beach & Golf

Resort.  You of course will not want to miss

either of these conferences.  

Please let me know if you need anything or

know of ways we can better meet your needs.

I am looking forward to seeing everyone in

March. 

Sincerely,

Jerry

Jerry Golden

Alabama MGMA President 
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industry professionals for more than 40 years, with key specialists  
on duty to diagnose complex risk exposures.

Work with a team that understands the importance of delivering  
flexible healthcare professional liability solutions.
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Healthcare’s Blind Spot: Payment Experience

The new reality for healthcare providers means that
very few patients have been left unburdened by
increases in payment responsibility. Most healthcare
providers are left to collect more frequently from
patients and for higher amounts. Where providers
could once solely rely on payers for revenue, patient
payments are a growing portion of their bottom line
and have become a key component of a provider’s
financial outlook.

The industry has been slow to react to the increasing
burden on patients, still clinging to outdated process
es for healthcare payments. Dissatisfaction among
patients has become hard for providers to ignore. If
providers were to tap into the power of the digital age,
time to payment for patient collections would improve,
and so too would patient experience.

Living in the new digital world

We are now living in the digital world, created in large
part by the internet of things (IoT). IoT gives con
sumers a constant connection to the world. In 2019,
an estimated 14.2 billion connected things were in
use, and that number is expected to reach 25 billion
by 2021. Smartphones are an important piece of this
new reality. Not only do more consumers have smart
phones, they are also looking at their devices con
stantly — on average 52 times a day.

The constant connection created by the IoT and
smartphones has given birth to the ondemand econ
omy, which allows consumers to satisfy their
demands at a moment’s notice: 83% of Americans
agree that the ondemand economy makes life more
convenient and efficient. Online payments
are now a standard practice for consumers
and a growing share of overall payment
experiences. The sustained growth of IoT,
smartphones and the ondemand economy
prove the digital world is here to stay, pro
viding convenience for patients.

Increasing patient responsibility

Providers would treat a patient and then bill
the patient’s health plan for the costs asso
ciated with the encounter. Now, trends in
healthcare payments tell us that providers
must reach out to the patient for payment

related to that encounter due to an increase in pay
ment responsibility. In 2018, 69% of providers report
ed an increase in patient responsibility compared to
the prior year.

Highdeductible health plans (HDHP) are a major
contributor to the rise in payment responsibility. More
consumers are now enrolled in plans with some form
of a deductible, as 85% of covered workers had a
deductible in 2018 compared to 59% in 2008. Not
only do more consumers have a deductible, but the
deductible amount has increased significantly, too. In
2018, the average deductible was $1,573, compared
to $735 in 2008. The combined growth in number of
deductible plans and average deductible growth
result in a 212% total increase in the burden of
deductibles.

When HDHPs were first introduced, many in the
industry thought higher outofpocket costs would
reduce overall utilization of healthcare services — if
patients had “skin in the game,” they would be less
likely to make unnecessary provider visits. Between
2013 and 2017, healthcare utilization declined only
0.2%, while medical costs increased 17%. This trend
demonstrates that HDHPs do not curb consumer
usage and instead increase the amount providers
must collect.

Increasing patient dissatisfaction

Although payment responsibility has increased dra
matically in recent years, healthcare organizations
have primarily communicated with patients through
mailed paper statements as they did half a century



Healthcare’s Blind Spot: Payment Experience, continued
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ago. The content and layout of those statements have
not changed much either. This could be why 70% of
patients reported being confused by their medical
bills.

Surprise and confusion with medical bills can also
stem from a general lack of communication between
healthcare organizations and consumers. Patients
are not usually aware of their responsibility until much
later in their healthcare journey. For patients, payment
responsibility after a visit is unlike many other pay
ment experiences in which there is a clear price tag
and an understanding of how to pay for that cost.

In healthcare, it is not uncommon for patients to
receive unexpected bills from providers, higherthan
expected balances or even to be sent to collections.
In fact, 93% of patients were surprised by a medical
bill in 2018.

As patient experience declines through increasing
payment responsibility, providers struggle to collect
from their patients. The issue may be that collection
processes favor payer payment practices and have
not established or prioritized the necessary connec
tions to collect from patients. Whatever the reason,
most providers agreed that they could not collect bal
ances, including balances for a larger amount, in a
timely manner: 81% of providers cannot collect
$1,000 or more in 30 days. The longer providers have
to wait for any payment, the harder it is to stay sol
vent.

Closing the disconnect with patients

The largest opportunity to improve the patient experi
ence is for provider organizations to eliminate the
reliance on paper and manual processes for collec
tions. Patients prefer to connect with providers
through electronic and automated payment channels,
but that preference is not very often met by provider
organizations.

A prime example of this disconnect is the checkin
experience, in which 70% of providers rely on paper
forms and staff to collect information from patients,
while those same patients are using their smart
phones in the waiting rooms.

Providers do not necessarily have to overhaul their
entire payment process to begin improving the pay
ment journey for patients. Instead, supplementing the
current process with electronic options offers an

opportunity to increase connectivity with patients in
new ways. For example, paper statements can be
updated to include instructions on signing up for
eStatements, which is a popular way to receive bills in
other industries and underutilized by providers. Only
17% of patients reported receiving medical bills elec
tronically, while 71% of patients want to enroll in
eStatements from providers.

The trends in healthcare payments clearly and
repeatedly delineate that patients want automated
and electronic channels to pay their medical bills. If
providers continue to ignore these trends, the conse
quences could extend beyond low collection rates to
patient loyalty. Experience matters for patients, as
80% reported that “convenience factors” would be
enough to make them switch providers. More than
half of patients would consider switching providers for
a better healthcare payment experience.

Achieving more with healthcare payments

Increases in patient responsibility are shaping the
future of healthcare payments, and the heavy reliance
on paper in the industry — 90% of providers rely on
paper and manual processes for patient collections —
should change.

In addition to finding ways to improve the patient
experience, providers have the imperative to adopt
electronic and/or automated payment options to ease
the burden of collections for their organizations.
Streamlined processes have the potential to save
providers up to 40% for effortintensive workflows.

To change course, provider organizations need only
to focus on an area that already comes naturally —
listening to patients.

 Chris Seib

Chief Technology Officer & CoFounder

InstaMed
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2020 Summer Conference
July 20 - 22, 2020

Hilton Sandestin Beach & Golf Resort - Destin, FL

You can make your reservations by going to the Alabama MGMA website  www.almgma.com

and going to the Conference tab and then the Summer 2020 Conference and clicking the link.

Mutual is more than part of our name, it’s part of 

everything we do. We stay on top by focusing on our 

policyholders, developing bold innovations and smarter 

solutions to help you understand your risk, predict your 

outcomes and improve your odds better than any other 

insurer. We keep raising the standard in healthcare liability 

insurance – because when you always put policyholders 

first, there’s no limit to how high you can go.

Elevating the industry

magmutual.com/innovation    |    800-282-4882
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Working continuously to balance the

SCALES OF JUSTICE.
We’re taking the mal out of malpractice insurance. 
As a relentless champion for the practice of good medicine,  
we continually track, review, and influence federal and state bills 
on your behalf. All for one reason: when you can tip the scales 
in favor of the practice of good medicine, you get malpractice 
insurance without the mal. Find out more at thedoctors.com



Building a Financially Health Physician Practice

As changes continue to occur in the healthcare indus
try, physicians are taking a hard look at the numbers
of a medical practice and gauging whether the year at
hand will be economically successful. The ability to
analyze the productivity of a physician practice
requires accurate and timely information. However,
with the focus of most physician practices on deliver
ing quality health care, the financial side often
becomes neglected or ignored.

Frequent signs that a physician practice may not be
paying enough attention to its financial side include:

l A lack of documented billing procedures
l Lack of internal controls involving accounting and
cash
l Lack of timeliness
l No accountability for staff
l Missing or outdated records
l The lack of targeted benchmarks

Weekly financial and cash flow updates

In order to run a practice profitably, a physician should
review weekly financial and cash flow updates to cal
culate overhead and determine how much to collect
and how many patients are needed to cover those
costs. These updates also allow physicians to deter
mine the level of patient visits, frequency of proce
dures, trends in expenses and changes in activities.

Consult with your CPA on a regular basis

It’s also important that a professional accountant fre
quently review the activity in a practice’s accounting
records, especially if the practice is growing, adding
doctors, expanding or is new. This review will allow a
practice to properly report financial conditions and
timely tax planning. The last thing a physician wants
to find after months of recording the books are sur
prises in regards to gains, losses or tax liability.

Implement medical billing procedures

Implementing and documenting medical billing proce
dures is critical in today’s environment. Accurate
medical billing (especially CPT coding) is extremely
important to the success of any practice. Creating
processes that ensure data is captured properly and
timely should become a top priority. Staff should be
aware of what is expected of them and how to get it
done effectively.

The best way to establish these procedures is to
place productive but reasonable practice goals with
each staff member. Goals could include daily charges
input, daily payments input, acceptable lag time days,
number of claims that have received followup, num
ber of patient calls to make, zero lag time on correct
ing claims transmitted, compliance with credit bal
ances and compliance with coding and documenta
tion.

Several areas that should be closely monitored in the
billing process include regular followup on claims
and appropriate attention to denials, zero EOBs and
transmission rejections.

Create a continuous communication cycle

Make sure to create a continuous communication
cycle. Because of the pace of a physician’s office, for
mal communication between doctors, management
and staff often is fragmented, neglected or post
poned. Animosity can develop between management
and staff because of inaccurate assumptions.

Management must take ownership of this responsibil
ity and strive to communicate with staff. Key issues
such as turnover of personnel, additional hiring of
personnel to support practice functions and new
processes needing implementation should be com
municated timely. Staff meetings with specific agenda
items and formal memos documenting new policies
and decisions seem to work well for physician offices.

Establish benchmarks

Finally, establish your benchmarks – this I have
preached to you in the past. Benchmark all practice
statistics and most importantly, see how you are
doing this year compared to last year. If the year is flat
or declining, investigate immediately and develop an
associated action plan of attack.

Through planned and integrated accounting, medical
billing, communication and benchmarking, a physi
cian practice can run smoothly and continue to care
for patients while being uptodate on the economics
of the practice.

 Reed Tinsley, CPA

www.rtacpa.com
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Five Strategies for Buidling a Better Medical Team

For a no-obligation Total Practice  
Protection quote, contact ProAssurance  
Agency at PRAAgency@ProAssurance.com  
or 844.331.6298.

▸ Business Owners Policy (BOP)
▸ Cyber Liability
▸ Employment Practices Liability (EPLI)
▸ Regulatory Risk Protection
▸ Workers’ Compensation (WC) 

ProAssurance.com/Agency

Professionals have trusted  
ProAssurance for their medical  
professional liability insurance  
needs for over four decades.

You can get the same superior  
service and quality for your other  
insurance needs through the  
ProAssurance Agency.

Medicine is a team sport—the collective is often much
greater than the individual when it comes to patient
care, innovative ideas, productivity, and efficiencies.
Even more important is that effective teamwork leads
to fewer medical errors.

It’s helpful to think about team tasks rather than indi
vidual ones because within a team there exists a
diversity of skills, experience, talent, and perspective,
allowing members to take on more complex and
involved work than individuals. The science of team
work has made significant advances, such that we
can now draw upon evidencebased practices to
guide us in forming and maintaining higher function
teams.

Teams come together for a variety of purposes, for
different time spans, and with differing skills sets and
background. Some teams are highly interdependent
(they need each other to accomplish tasks), while oth
ers work together more independently, seeking
advice or guidance from team members when need
ed. For example, in physician practices, you are like
ly to have highly interdependent teams—such as the
team focused on direct patient care and one that is
focused on administrative responsibilities. Depending

on the size and complexity of the practice, one team
may be focused on both “front” and “back” office
responsibilities. 

Despite the differences in team purpose, composi
tion, structure, and interrelatedness, there are sever
al factors common to all teams. The most important
one being a concept of “psychological safety”—
where team members believe that it is “safe” to share
their thoughts, ideas, and experiences (even mis
takes) without fear of judgment or retribution.3
Bearing in mind that not all teams are created equal,
below are some strategies worth considering to get
the most from your team.

1. Develop a team mission – your purpose for

being. When people all agree on a common purpose
and feel that they are all working towards that pur
pose, there is a greater sense of camaraderie and
teamwork. Reminding people of that common pur
pose (i.e. patient care and comfort) helps them feel a
sense of meaning and significance and helps break
down and/or avoid silos. It is critical for teams to
understand that success is best defined by achieving
your purpose In other words, it is more about team
success than individual success.
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Five Strategies for Buidling a Better Medical Team, continued

2. Develop team agreements. One of the most com
mon traits of successful teams, is that they have
established norms by which they agree to operate
under.4 Here are some questions I typically use when
helping teams develop their agreements:

a. What are the behaviors we need from each other
to develop greater trust?

b. How do we want to make team decisions?

c. How do we ensure that everyone’s voice is heard?

d. When we have an issue to address with one of our
team members, are we willing to go directly to the
person (and not talk behind their backs). This last one
is critical. I often help teams learn how to have difficult
conversations in an effective and productive way.
Team members need to not participate in talking
about others and instead, encourage their colleagues
to go directly to each other.

3. Clarify team roles (what is expected of each

other individually and of the team collectively)

and create team goals. When team members clear
ly understand each other’s roles and responsibilities,
they can then find opportunities to help each
other out. I often ask healthcare teams how they
define success at the end of their day. My objec
tive is for them to see that their work is all about
the best interest of patient care, and that
includes helping out our colleagues when need
ed. Establishing a common set of metrics helps
to define success and ensure that the team is
able to measure their progress. The ability to
achieve goals not only boosts team morale and
reinforces the team mission, it also helps the
team to identify factors that contributed to their
success. When goals are not achieved, it allows
the team to discuss strategies that might be
more effective.

4. Learn from mistakes and failures. Teams
that learn together, bond together. It is critical,
especially in a healthcare setting, that mistakes
are seen as an opportunity to learn and
improve, versus an opportunity to shame and
blame. The team agreements should address
this issue. You want people to openly discuss
errors and near misses so that they can contin
ually improve patient care and safety. A culture
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deliver personalized service to our clients. 
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services
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• Service line impact analysis
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• Economic analysis of employment

contracts, buy-sell, and hospital
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• Practice startups
• Revenue cycle optimization
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of continuous improvement among a team means
that everyone knows that mistakes are bound to hap
pen and that the best thing that can come from them
is learning. 

5. Provide opportunities for the team to get to

know each other on a more personal level. One
great way to do this is through a personality workshop
(see my previous article on the NeuroColor personal
ity assessment). It is a perfect opportunity to learn
about people’s different styles, preferences, commu
nication behaviors, and ways they might be misunder
stood. It can lay the foundation for ongoing sharing,
a key element for teams to develop psychological
safety.

 Catherine Hambley, PhD

CEO, BrainBased Strategies Consulting

www.brainbasedstrategies.com



Welcome New Members

Active Members

Ryan Bradley
SportsMed
Huntsville

Paige Chandler
Heart South Cardiovascular
Group, PC
Alabaster

Jordan Crist
Montgomery Radiology
Associates, PA
Montgomery

Katherine Davis
Alabama Orthopaedic Clinic, P.C.
Mobile

Jenny Durkin
Cullman Primary Care,
Multi Specialty Group
Cullman

Vicki Golden
Forefront Medical Management
Mobile

Brandi Grace
ABC Family Medicine
Hanceville

Lee Hammonds
UAB Cardiovascular Institute
Birmingham

Cory Harris
Mercy Medical Ministry
Auburn

Heather Hubbs
UAB Huntsville Regional
Medical Center
Huntsville

Rick Janss
Sparks Orthopedics & Sports
Medicine
Rainbow City

Kelsey Lanier
Montgomery Women's Health
Associates PC
Montgomery

Karen McCaa
Southeastern Cardiology
Consultants, PC
Montgomery

Katherine McMichael
Alabama Orthopaedic Clinic, P.C.
Mobile

Justin Moseley
Pediatric Associates of
Alexander City
Alexander City

Heath Scott
Heart South Cardiovascular Group
Alabaster

Meg Singletary
Dermatologists of Birmingham
Birmingham

Ashley Stoddard
E. Earl Walker, M.D., P.C.
Florence

Kelley Thompson
ABC Family Medicine
Hanceville

Sheli Ward
ABC Family Medicine
Hanceville

Lisa White
Plastic Surgery Associates of
Montgomery
Montgomery

Tracy Webster
Impactlifegroup.com
Alabaster

Terry Winland
UAB Huntsville Regional
Medical Center
Huntsville

Affiliate Members

Joyce Dabbs
Pwrgoose
Birmingham

Don DeWeese
Berney Stewart Xerox
Birmingham

Tracy Ocampo
Pfizer Vaccines
Huntsville

Ron Prevatte
Fresh Managed IT
Hoover

Lisa Silver
Spectrum Reach
Birmingham

Danny Skinner
Protec Recycling
Hoover
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P.O. Box  380124

Birmingham, AL  35238

BRIDGING RESEARCH AND CLINICAL PRACTICE

Learn team-based approaches to help make 
a difference in the changing landscape 
of health care. This 30-credit-hour online 
program is ideal for administrators, clinical 
researchers, physicians, behavioral scientists 
and other health care professionals. 

Contact us today!

Earn Your Master’s in 
Population Health Sciences

100% Online

BamaByDistance.ua.edu/mgma Bama By Distance


